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Economic Worries Plague the Nation
The whole nation is on high alert
due to continuing economic
issues. The DOW Jones Industrial Measure continues to fluctuate widely, causing many to speculate that American’s financial
future is in very dire straights.
“I’m extremely worried about
the future of our country,” reports middle school librarian
Gretchen Hazlin. “How do we
function as educators in such
uncertain times?” Krissy Ronan,
high school librarian, echoes her
concerns, explaining that her
worries for the county follow
her through her work life and
into her personal life. “I worry
often about my family’s financial
security and well-being, “ Ronan
explains. “It’s extremely hard to
avoid all the anxiety.”
If the nation continues on this
dangerous path, economists
aren’t sure what the future
holds, exactly. “We know that
the panic this insecurity is causing in people is extremely bad
for the banking industry,” re-

ports economist Gerome Kassiday. “People are conserving their
money however they can.”
Polling has indicated that Americans have lost faith in the banking industry all together. Loans
are down, spending is down, and
there is even anecdotal evidence
that Americans are literally storing their paychecks underneath
their mattresses.
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With such uncertainty in the air,
what can the average American
really do? President Herbert
Hoover advises Americans to
remain calm and continue to live
their lives in the manner to
which they’ve become accustomed. Other recommendations
are not as rosy, however. “I’m
extremely concerned about our
future,” says newspaper man
Ezra Klein. “This instability and
uncertainty should function as a
wakeup call. We’ve indulged too
often and grown comfortable
with too much excess. The
world is about to change, and
I’m concerned Americans aren’t
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Broadway is an exciting romp
through the glittering age of
cinema. Romance, intrigue ,
largess—this film has something
for everyone!
Adding to the excitement is the
fact that local Hollywood hopeful
Leslie Glenn Howard has landed
a small role in the film. “I’m just
a chorus girl,,” she explains, “but
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Stock market anxieties have the
whole country on edge.

ready.”
Whatever the events, rest assured that The Daily Rover will
be there to cover them!

Gold Diggers of Broadway Debuts to Rave Reviews
Gold Diggers of Broadway has just
opened in cinemas everywhere,
and filmgoers are loving it! “It
was a great deal of fun,” reports
local politician Jeremy Pevner.
“Extremely well acted, interesting, and a great distraction from
the everyday grind.”
Following the cast of a lavish
Broadway show, Gold Diggers of
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it is absolutely a dream come
true.” She’s certainly riveting in
the film, and we can only hope
that this is the first of many
performances that we’ll see from
the Northern Virginia native.
When you’re ready for a night
out at the movies, Gold Diggers
of Broadway should be your first
choice!
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